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€2,700,000 House / Villa - For sale
House with panoramic views for sale in Begur
Spain »  Costa Brava »  Begur »  Sa Riera / Sa Tuna »  17255

5
Bedrooms  

3
Bathrooms  

131m²
Floorplan  

1,850m²
Plot size
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OVERVIEW

House to renovate with great potential to become an
ideal home facing the sea, with lots of natural light and
panoramic views on the beachfront on the Costa Brava.

This house is presented as a great opportunity on the Costa Brava, with an enviable
location and stunning views of the sea with the mountains on the horizon, close to
restaurants and all services. The house, although it has a modern and minimalist
style, is to be renovated, which allows its future owners to create a home that suits
their tastes and their lifestyle: a wonderful holiday home or first home in a special
spot with stunning views.

The entrance level consists of several areas. Upon entering, we are welcomed by a
practical hallway that with fabulous views. To the left we find the equipped kitchen
with access to the porch. If we continue on, we reach the living room, a wonderful
space with high ceilings that has a large window overlooking the sea that provides
plenty of light. The living room also has access to the porch.

If we turn right from the hall, we enter the night area, which houses 4 comfortable
bedrooms that share 2 complete bathrooms.

On the upper floor there is a master bedroom, located just above the living room.
This room, which is spacious and bright, offers even more privileged views of the sea.

Contact us to visit this house to renovate in an amazing location in Begur.

lucasfox.com/go/cbr18263

Sea views
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Important Information relating to properties offered by Lucas Fox. Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by
Lucas Fox in the particulars or by word of mouth or in writing as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Lucas Fox nor any associated
agent has any authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents,
seller(s) or lessor(s). Prior the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out
a survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser.
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